STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: Walk with a Future Doc
This quarterly spotlight focuses on a student organization that works to benefit
Chicago Medical School and the wider community.
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Above: CMS and community
participants at a WWAFD event,
with featured physician speaker
James M. Record, MD, JD, FACP,
Dean of CMS.
Left: Participants engage in a
45-minute walk following Dr.
Record’s lifestyle medicine
discussion.
Opposite page: The Walk
with a Future Doc board. Back
row: Ariel Katz, MD, associate
professor of medicine, WWAFD
faculty advisor; Kaitlyn Todd,
CMS ’22; Emily Stone, CMS ’21;
Charlotte van Schooten, CMS ’21;
and Lisandra Ochoa, CMS ’22.
Front row: Alison Cottrell, CMS
’22; Jaclyn Long, CMS ’22; and
Sharne Morrow, CMS ’22.
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